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The fourteen artists in Me You Us Them 
are individually distinct – in personal 
history, in concerns, in background, 
in representation, and in their material 
choices. They are the Me, yet the 
works they have produced for the 
exhibition telescope through the You 
Us Them by first offering the viewer an 
important opportunity to question and 
understand the human experience (the 
You). Addressing issues such as identity, 
perception, education, and technology, 
each one of the works springs from the 
artists’ commitment to critical pedagogy. 
While each artist gives voice and shape to 
a specific concern of their own, the objects 
and ephemera included in the exhibition 
do not rest in personal narrative—each 
work seeks to engage and unify certain 
universalities of experience (the We).  
Most important, these objects are not 
passive—they ask us each to move 
beyond our personal concerns and those 
of our immediate communities, and 
encourage us to shift our gaze outward 
to actively locate our experiences in the 
context of those around us, both known 
and unknown (the Them).

What is evident in Me You Us Them is an 
engaged process of inquiry, rather than 
a didactic or dogmatic point of view. In 
creating an environment and exhibition 
that is not only open to discourse but 
begs for it, these women demonstrate 
that they are teachers who are artists and 
artists who are teachers. The relationship 
is not binary, it is unified. 

Jessica Hamlin
Sarah Workneh
June 2013

Me 
You 
us 
THeM
Art is a form of knowledge; it represents, 
communicates, and builds our ideas 
about the world and our place in it. 
These are assertions we make as 
part of our commitment to teaching 
and learning in the arts. As cultural 
producers, intellectuals, and activists, art 
educators are dedicated to thinking with 
and through the arts with others – our 
students, friends, colleagues and family. 

The art education program at NYU focuses 
on the intersections of contemporary art, 
critical pedagogy, and social justice. This 
exhibition stands as the culmination of 
these ideas in practice – (an opportunity to 
determine a question or topic for study, to 
research and investigate prior knowledge, 
and to represent original ideas and imagery 
through visual and written modes) to 
investigate and enact contemporary artistic 
practice as a form of research that shapes 
knowledge about the world.
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Teacup Collection
Stoneware, 3-D printed polylactic 
acid, porcelain 
14” x 33” x 6” each

The things that drive my art making have 
always related to tactile qualities – to 
the pleasures of working the materials 
with my own hands. I gravitate toward 
textiles and ceramics, where tactility is 
predominant, and I watch the growing 
digitization of experiences and processes 
with mixed emotions.

As I learn about new ways of making 
that use digital technology in place of the 
human hand, I find myself questioning the 
validity/definition of the term “handmade” 
itself. I am moved to reconsider ideas 
about the value of handmade goods 
in relation to their machine-made 
counterparts. What is the real source of 
this value? I consider it to be something 
other than the simple presence of the 
hand. I believe the value of objects comes 
from the innovation, care, and skill put into 
their creation – whether implemented by 
hand or by machines.
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The Rhizomatic Museum
Performance, video, chalkboards, brochure 
Dimensions variable

Andrea De Pascual is a museum educator interested in researching and putting into 
action new, democratic ways of producing culture in museums. Museums, as art 
containers are things of the past. New educational models that activate the participation 
of the public must be enacted.

The Rhizomatic Museum is an ongoing project. For this exhibition people who are 
waiting to enter the Museum of Modern Art were asked to write down what they would 
change about museums. Using their responses Andrea seeks to disrupt the exhibition 
space making some of these desires real.
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The Collective Unconscious
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 
mixed media
24” x 48” each

The philosophy and concepts that drive 
my work are fueled by human experience 
and the psychology that contributes to 
an individual’s identity. I use a wide variety 
of materials and approaches that best 
represent the concept I am exploring in an 
innovative and interactive way.   

The Collective Unconscious features a 
series of paintings and sculptural work 
that investigate psychology and its relation 
to the unconscious and conscious mind, 
dreams, and the process of psychoanalysis. 
By exploring the unconscious mind, we 
discover the abject side of our hidden 
fears, emotions, and memories that 
make up who we are. As discovered by 
both renowned psychologists Sigmund 
Freud and Carl Jung, along with other 
modern researchers, dreams are the 
passageway to the unconscious. By 
using psychoanalysis to decode recurring 
symbols, images, and situations within 
dreams, we may be able to decipher 
truer emotions, desires, fears, and 
passions that reveal our identity outside 
societal pressures. 

This installation consists of two 
components. The first component is 
my interpretation of the psychological 
communicative cycle of the unconscious 
mind to the conscious mind along with my 
own reflective and visual psychoanalytic 
process. The second component invites 
the viewer to interact and perform 
reflective psychoanalysis by decoding 
the images and situations within dreams 
using the library, as well as to process 
their findings within the dream journal.

The human race shares similar symbols, 
archetypes, and situations within dreams 
across the world, time, and with all races. 
Does that suggest we are perhaps united 
in an ethereal cosmos of being? Welcome 
to the Collective Unconscious.  
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Anne KYle

Venus Envy (Break the Mold)
Installation (mixed media) 
6’ x 6’

Beauty is not truth; it is a classification, 
which, like all classifications, implies a 
particular social relation between the 
classifier and the classified. Women have 
long been associated with ideal beauty, 
and this affiliation has permeated our 
society to the degree that a woman’s 
youth and beauty are considered to be 
her most important virtue. From Plato 
to contemporary plastic surgeons, 

people have long been attempting to 
define standards for the ideal beauty. 
The persuasive power of art and visual 
culture has unconsciously influenced 
our perceptions of beauty throughout 
history, and even our immediate aesthetic 
judgments are chained to the prejudices 
passed down to us from our ancestors. 
Representations of women’s bodies 
have reinforced hegemonic mechanisms 

that have fundamentally produced the 
differencing between bodies, between 
the “ideal” and the “other.” By examining 
philosophies of beauty and superiority 
throughout western history, the body of 
work within this exhibition is meant to 
disrupt classical westernized conceptions 
of beauty and deconstruct its semiotic 
architecture, causing the viewer to 
question: who determines beauty? 
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clAire connollY

Worksheet
Artist, desk, worksheets, office attire 
and ephemera 
Performance

My art has often focused on the “unknowables” that exist in the space between myself 
and others – even those intimately familiar to me. My work is motivated by an interest 
in developing and expressing my own knowledge about the experiences of others.

Yet when confronting my relationship to utter strangers I do so via a known aspect of 
experience that I feel we share. Most of us must work for a living, and there are shared 
structures and predictable procedures within which we are expected to perform. Workers 
are constantly required to conform to formulas that streamline the way they approach tasks.

Despite this emphasis on uniformity, perhaps it is in the deviations that much of our value 
lies. In this performance, by demonstrating my own arbitrary idiosyncrasies I want to raise 
questions such as...

• What do we choose to see? To name? To ritualize? To formalize? 
• What is discounted? Ignored? Discarded? 
• What value could the discarded have?
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DeBBie neWMAn

Alone, Together
Digital photographs, park 
bench, plants 
Dimensions variable, photos 3’ x 4’ 

Every day, as we pass each other on the 
street, share our morning commute or sit 
beside each other in our subways and 
parks, we experience a sense of unspoken 
camaraderie. Geographically alone but 
socially distant, we are often wrapped 
up in our individual thoughts yet always 
aware and tacitly accepting of our close 
(and constant) proximity. In a split second, 
we must decide whether to smile and 
nod, or to avert our eyes and feign polite 
indifference; whether to acknowledge one 
another – or actively disengage. 

This project is about recreating a 
shared space in an effort to raise our 
individual and collective consciousness. 
By inhabiting this work, you decide for 
yourselves whether to enjoy it in isolation 
– or to explore it in tandem with those 
around you. As you enter the space, 
you might pause to reflect on how 
your increased awareness of “others” 
affects the tranquility of the scene. Does 
calling attention to your mutual regard/
proximity create a heightened pressure 
to interact? Or does it simply draw 
more attention to our self-imposed 
separation? Meanwhile, consider the 
potential transformative implications 
of a space that exists to expose our 
social distance. How can quietly 
acknowledging our “strangerdom” 
affect the way in which we see 
ourselves/the world around us?

About the artist: I am a writer, runner, 
artist and educator interested in 
digital media, interactive dialogue and 
the changing face of modern social 
interaction. I occupy a small (shared) 
space in Manhattan with my husband 
and two dogs.
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Jennifer Henzi

Untitled
Inkjet photos with acrylic paint 
37.5” x 37.5”

I am preoccupied with interpersonal relationships. My artwork documents personal 
histories and stories that reflect a particular moment in time. This work takes a critical view 
of social, political and cultural issues surrounding race using printed images that have 
appeared in the media juxtaposed with stenciled text. This artwork deconstructs ideas of 
white privilege by ascribing a label to specific white men who have appeared in the media 
because of violent acts they have committed. I want the viewer to question why white men 
are not classified/labeled according to the atrocities committed by members of their race.
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KATHerine sTArK

Housing Home
Felt, with contact paper 
24” x 24”, 24” x 24”, 16” x 16”

I invite the viewer to consider the weight 
of everyday objects. Utilitarian in form and 
function, the moving box evokes a sense 
of home for me. As a child, I created secret 
and special places in boxes discarded 
after one of our many moves. As an 
adult, moving boxes serve as a constant 
reminder of my transitory existence. 
The moving box can be playful or plain 
– holding a child’s imagination or family 
heirlooms. The value is in its malleability.
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leslie MurrAY

Clover Hill (when we knew it was over)
Oil on panel 
30” x 42”

The wonder and resilience of the minuscule fuel my 
exploration of intimate, miniature habitats within larger 
landscapes. I am fascinated by scale and the ability of 
the tiny to function and protect itself within vast spaces. I 
am continuously looking for the small and the overlooked. 
Through the layering of spatial geometries and patterns 
with more organic and natural forms, landscapes marked 
by motion and change present emerging characters, 
participants, and observers — safe havens that invite rest 
and refuge within imagined worlds.

Forms float, stand, drop, or stack with a purpose that 
appears almost stubborn. Closer investigation rewards 
more discoveries: relationships that initially go unnoticed 
become pronounced, and connections between forms 
appear integral to the vitality of the world. I’m interested in how 
the landscape exists as a space for play and protection, and I 
imagine my paintings enacting both qualities.
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MAnuelA MAcHADo

learn.all.you.can.com
Mixed media 
80” x 39” x 15”

Coming from a design background, I am 
most interested in the balance between 
form and function in my artwork. I enjoy 
experimenting with new materials and, 
because I have no expertise in any specific 
technique, I work with heavy machinery as 
well as delicate handwork.

This is the first time I am working with no 
aesthetic objectives, but experimenting 
with learning processes instead. Using 
different methods of online learning, I 
chose projects that used different skills and 
fields of expertise.
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MicHelle HWAnG

1+1-1=1
Paint-on-glass animation 
and digital media 
Video

I am an artist, art educator, and translator. 
My interest in the connection between 
art and the power of language advanced 
as I illustrated and translated children’s 
learning books. Lately in Korea, early 
English education has been growing 
as a result of linguistic hierarchies. This 
animation is based on the “integration 
continuum” theory. In this theory, one’s first 
and second languages can be separated, 
interconnected, or integrated, depending 
on how an individual absorbs the second 
language. In this artwork, I describe my 
own concerns related to the English 
language overriding Korean language 
in young children, and illustrate how the 
L2 (second language) can influence the 
L1 (first language). Language and culture 
are closely linked. This artwork ultimately 
addresses the power of language 
acquisition and its effects on culture.
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nA YounG KiM

1989-2013
Acrylic on panel, watercolor and pen on 
paper, digital photo print, shoe rack with 
slippers 
11” x 14”, 30” x 22”, 20” x 6”, 30” x 20”

Most of my work derives from my imagination and ideas based on nature. I work with 
oils, acrylics and inks to create seascapes, cityscapes, and still lives rendered in bright 
colors and complicated patterns. The compositions are made from a combination 
of loose brushwork and blunt outlining that exploits the interplay between the two 
techniques as a way to accentuate the subject.

For this project, I created something 
different yet somewhat similar to what 
I have done before. This work comes 
from my own personal history. I am South 
Korean but have lived more than half of 
my life outside of the country. I am an 
amalgamation of the many places I have 
lived through years of studying abroad. 
This project reflects my negotiation of 
my own culture, language, customs, and 
food to a new dominant culture in the US. 
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nAqiYA HussAin

Hadse (Incidents)
Watercolor and ink on drafting paper 
8’ x 96”

Distance is a strange thing. It messes 
with our perceptions, muddling the lines 
between familiar and unfamiliar. 

I’ve been away from home for nearly 
a decade, yet I still cannot define my 
relationship with Pakistan in any other 
way. It’s still home, and I feel unceasingly 
separated and distant from it. 

I grew up in a culture where the only 
geographic line we internalized was the 
one separating Pakistan from India. The 
ability to locate oneself in one’s city was 
largely missing. When I first moved to the 
US I made a habit of reading newspapers 
from home, realizing with each story 
how completely unable I was to visualize 
the cartography of my own city. As the 
situation in Karachi and my family became 
increasingly tenuous, this inability to 
visualize and locate from a distance made 
me feel intensely disempowered. 

My work is a way to respond to these 
feelings of distance, disconnection, and 
disempowerment. Each sheet maps one 
“incident” in Karachi, as they call violent 
events in the Pakistani news. These maps 
are a fantasy. They are not meant to be 
accurate representations of a real place, 
but a way for me to build fabricated 
relationships with these spaces. It is a 
purposely futile exercise, forcing me to 
recognize my unfamiliarity with my own 
home and my inability to know it from afar.
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viviAnne nJoKu 

I Want You To Think I Know What You’re Talking About, Parts 1 & 2
Dual Channel Digital Video, TRT 00:05:06 
Single Channel Digital Video, TRT 02:48:00 
Four 8” x 24” posters

Part One: 
Using conventions from Nollywood, experimental video, and interactive media, 
Vivianne A. Njoku/Van Alexander playfully weaves together footage from Nollywood’s 
original blockbuster, “Living In Bondage,” with footage from her three-month sojourn 
home to Nigeria. The resulting mix is held together and punctuated by commentary 
from Alexander’s satirical character, “The Ada,” blurring the definitions of ‘accusation’ 
and ‘admission.’

Part Two: 
Njoku screens the first disc of “Living In Bondage,” having replaced the original audio 
with that of her interviews with relatives in Nigeria and ambient audio from the landscape. 

Vivianne A. Njoku/Van Alexander is a multi-media artist working most prominently 
in video, drum kit, performative storytelling and art education. Her work is driven by 
obsessions and textures, particularly at the intersection of the two. Despite the ever-
changing inspirations and contexts for Njoku’s work, most recently she has begun to 
explore this intersection as it relates to notions of representation. 
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